Cameroon: The Poverty Unseen

Cameroon has a population of 24,525,676 according to the World-o-meter’s website (Worldometers). The country is currently run by a Republican Government with President Paul Biya as Chief of State and Prime Minister Philemon Yang as Head of Government (Worldometers). In a country where fifty-seven percent of the population in urban (Worldometers), it is important to understand the measure of poverty the citizens are forced to live in.

A lot of the land is not used as farming land; only thirteen percent of land is actually used to grow crops (new-ag); there is also seventy-eight percent for forests and woodlands, two percent permanent crops, four percent permanent pastures, and three percent other (new-ag). Cameroon’s major crops are plantains, cattle, taro, cocoa beans, and maize. These play a role in their major exports and cuisine. Cocoa, coffee, cotton, bananas, rubber, and palm oil are their major exports (inracen). The climate of Cameroon depends on whether one is in north or south Cameroon. North Cameroon has a light wet season with high temperatures (Our-Africa). Whereas, South Cameroon has two wet seasons and a moderate temperature (Our-Africa).

Needless to say a typical Cameroonian family is distinctive from a typical American family. A typical family in Cameroon has about five to a family, which does not seem very odd (Apsaidal). However, Many Cameroonians have large extended families with both polygamous and monogamous marriages; therefore It is not uncommon to have more than five family members in one home (World Population Review). Cameroonian live in Musgum dwellings, traditional buildings built from mud (Apsaidal). While no irrigated like the average American homes, Musgum dwellings have impressive architecture (Apsaidal). They are built thicker at the base and thinner towards the top in order to have more strength (Apsaidal). A typical diet would consist of the crops Cameroonian harvested: Cocoyams, Cassava, Beans, Kaloka Chia, Leaves, Grains, and Nuts (food24). In Cameroon, the men clear paths so cash crops can be grown and provide meat, oil, and salt, and the women are taught how to grow food crops from the family, and cook (Everyculture). Food is most likely cooked in forms of soups and stews, with uncooked fruits being eaten as a dessert (Everyculture).

Most of the population, about 70%, work in agriculture (Our-Africa). Most of the crops are for food, but some crops are used to sell as cash crops (Our-Africa). The hours are longer than the average American; most have to work over 50 hours a week with one day off (Our-Africa). The average salary is $15,102 USD; that is almost one fourth of the average American income (Our-Africa). Health care is not good in Cameroon, and few hospitals are in the country (Our-Africa). In fact, there are only a couple hospitals in the urban areas and even less medical help in the rural area (Our-Africa). Health care is almost non-existent because citizens are forced to pay for their loved ones in cash for help, and some doctors even force the family members to get the supplies needed for their medical attention (Our-Africa).

Education is accessible and affordable up until secondary school; then most are not able to afford the fees for uniforms and tuition (Our-Africa). There are few who manage to attend secondary school, but those who do and graduate can attend one of the seven public universities in that country (Our-Africa).

In urban areas, access to proper sanitation (such as toilets) is very low; in urban areas access is at fifty-eight percent, whereas rural areas have forty-two percent (NCBI). Usable water is even harder to find; about fifteen percent of urban citizens and eighteen percent or rural citizens used improved water sources, and those improved water sources are an average of thirty minutes away (NCBI). An article...
from 2015 states that Cameroon does have power, but it is often subject to outages (Voa News).

After researching Cameroon, one can see that typical families have to struggle with lack of food, education, and poverty overall. However, lack of food is a very severe threat to everyone in the country. Since most have to live in poverty, it is difficult to attain food for a family. While lack of food is slightly improving, it needs to improve more.

The lack of education is primarily due to the family’s inability to afford school tuition and uniforms once students reach secondary school, but what if children could grow crops as part of their school day? Implementing a form of work-study, similar to the American college program. This would allow impoverished students to attend school and get a much-needed education as well as a consistent meal every day. Furthermore, the school can use part of the profit from the crops as payment for the students, part to keep the school running and part to help sustain the rest of the community. Because more bodies can work the field a larger harvest can be obtained which means more food to feed the students and community, in addition, to more crops being sold to make money.

In order to help Cameroon’s food issue, students in secondary school should have the option to work for the school for part of the day in order to pay for their tuition. While they work for the school, they will grow different crops in order to give part of it back to the community. First, there would have to be an area that can be used for growing crops, preferably near all secondary schools. Then, all students should be presented with an option to work in gardens and grow crops; the students who decide to grow crops will receive a partial or full scholarship. From that point, the students participating in the gardens will take part of their school day to tend to the crops. This way, the children won’t have to worry about working after school, and they can focus on their studies more.

My proposal is to split the crops into two areas: Community crops and Trade crops. In order for this plan to operate properly a new position would need to be created for proper distribution of the food; this position should go to a citizen in the community instead of a government official. Since the Cameroonian citizens should be top priority, the majority of the food should go back to the families who need it. Students attending the school will be able to take food back to their families and families without secondary students will still be able to go to the school after hours to get food. This allows students to pick up food before they go home and eliminates the problem of a large number of people on campus during school hours.

The remaining crops that are not used to feed the citizens can be used in the trade market. Since Cameroon has an abundant Agriculture in wood, coffee, cocoa, cotton and palm oil these items are most likely to be exported. If the citizens can work together to build a few large farms pooling all their assets together instead of several small farms the country can become very useful to the trade market. I believe that if Cameroon can produce more resources they will be able to be more successful in the trade market. Once communities can adequately feed and educate its people, citizens can bring even more resources to Cameroon. For example, educated Cameroonians will be able to find new and more efficient ways to yield crops or find other resources in other countries that they could not attain by themselves. Therefore, my plan would allow Cameroonians to increase their own resources and help them to obtain other useful resources from other countries.

The benefits to my solution will greatly impact the citizens and the country overall. My solution will mainly bring more food in the community. Currently, the average Cameroonian eats 1,605 calories per day (Open Data for Africa), and the average calorie intake for a healthy adult ranges from 2,000-2,500 calories (NHS Choices). Malnourishment is a huge problem in Cameroon, and can lead to very serious side effects. According to a study done by Kids Health, “The signs and symptoms of malnutrition depend
on which nutritional deficiencies a person has, although they can include: fatigue and low energy, dizziness, poor immune function (which can cause the body to have trouble fighting off infections)” (Kids Health). Malnourishment to both the adults and the children can affect their work and their academic performance (Kids Health). However, when more food is distributed throughout the country, there will be less malnourishment which I believe will enhance performance in both school and work.

Another major benefit for Cameroon is their opportunity to trade natural resources with other countries. Cameroon is currently in the trade market, and it is a vital part to the country’s economy (Heritage). They trade food and Crude Petroleum to countries such as China, Italy, and India (OEC). Cameroon makes an exceptional amount of money in the trade market, but the country imports more than it exports (OEC). In 2016, Cameroon exported 3.55 billion dollars, but imported 5.11 billion dollars resulting in a negative trade balance of 1.56 billion dollars (OEC). An article by Heritage states “Restrictions on trade through nontariff barriers raise costs. Weak rule of law fails to stem the corruption that erodes incentives for long-term economic expansion” (Heritage). Even though the trade market plays an important role in Cameroon, the country still struggles with their imports and exports. If more food was grown, more food would be available to the trade market. I believe that the leftover food from the school can at least bring down the negative trade balance, and if managed well, Cameroon could eventually have a positive trade balance which would better the overall economy.

However, the plan does have minor setbacks such as child labor laws, distribution issues, problems with leadership, and how to start my vision of a school garden. However, each of these problems can be solved with rules, proper leadership, and funds from other countries. Child labor laws would be a huge concern with this project and rightfully so. Therefore, it would be for secondary students only due to child labor concerns and the need for scholarships for secondary school, it would make sense to make this an opportunity for secondary students to work. Also, it is important to have certain jobs for certain age groups. Jobs that require more dangerous tools such as tractors and other agricultural machinery must be used by adults only, while the younger age groups can do simpler tasks like sort the harvested crops and water the fields. It is important that rules like these are in place so that this project is not in jeopardy of becoming a child labor camp.

Added concerns are that some families may not get enough food while others may get too much and what is the optimal volume of food to go into trade. How the food is distributed among the market and the families is vital to the success of the school farm. Distribution of food is the most significant part of the school garden; if the food is not distributed correctly, the school garden overall will not be as effective. However, issues with distribution can be solved with the proper planning. There needs to be a balance where both the community and the country is served efficiently, and I believe it is up to Cameroon to make a proper balance between feeding others and trading resources. While Cameroon decides the amount that goes into trade, it would be important to understand a few things about their country. Cameroon has a negative trade balance and a horrible malnutrition issue. 2.6 million people do not have food security, and forty percent of Cameroon’s population live below the poverty line (Borgen Project). Knowing this, it would be wise for Cameroon to give most of the food to the citizens below the poverty line, and use the remaining portion of food for the trade market.

A general concern with the school garden is who should be in charge of the project. It is easy to worry about who comes into power because it is easy to become a corrupt leader. The school garden will have a great amount of impact of others; therefore, whoever is put in charge of it will carry that same impact. According to The World Food Program, Cameroon is currently politically stable and a peaceful country (World Food Program), but the country has had a long past of corrupt leaders which is part of the reason why so many people live in poverty. Therefore, it is understandable why finding a proper candidate to lead the school garden is a concern. Finding an exceptional leader is possible, but there needs to be a system established in order to do so. The best way to establish effective leadership would
be to let the citizens vote. The citizens know about Cameroon more than anyone else, and I believe that letting them decide who is in charge of their food will encourage an effective leader. Citizens would not elect a corrupt leader of their own food, and with the proper guidance, a good leader will not be hard to find.

The biggest concern with the school garden is how the school garden will be started because it can not start easily. A project this big needs to have money to fund it and support from other countries. It costs 5,000-10,000 dollars in order to start a small business (QuickBooks), and it takes almost 1,000 dollars to start a nonprofit organization (Non Profit Hub). However, I believe that this project will need a lot more money because of how many school gardens that would have to be built across Cameroon and because of the impact this would have on the citizens and the country overall. This could be an issue because Cameroon seems to have the same remaining problems that they have had for the past several years even with the help that Cameroon receives. If Cameroon does not have enough help to support itself now, then how would the country have enough help to fund a brand new project? This is the most significant problem with this project and the solution does not involve just Cameroon, it has to involve other organizations and countries around the world.

It is very easy to say that people need to help fund the school garden for Cameroon, but it is more difficult to give the responsibility to certain people. Certain countries and organizations have a reason to help Cameroon, and those are the people who should really consider funding this project. According to Global Security, France has kept very close ties with Cameroon (Global Security), and France is a global economic power that has more financial security than most european countries (Britannica). France is also a donor, giving many other countries financial aid (World Atlas). France’s economic state and their close ties with Cameroon makes them a perfect donor for this project. The United States could also help fund the school gardens of Cameroon because the United States has a peaceful relationship with the country and is also a big donor to other countries. Donations from both the United States and France would not only help tremendously with the school gardens, but it would also foster Cameroon’s good relationship between the two countries.

Along with the United States and France, there are other non profit organizations that could help fund the school gardens as well. Through my research, I have found two organizations that would be perfect to fund the gardens in Cameroon: The Hunger Project and Bread for the World. The Hunger Project is a non profit organization that focuses on healthier living for all men, women, and children around the world. The Hunger Project is a well established organization that already resides in twenty-two other countries. The Hunger Project also has nine affiliate countries, Australia; Canada; Sweden; UK; etc., as well as investors from the United States (The Hunger Project). Since they are a well established organization, it would be easy for them to donate to a school garden. Their mission statement will also account for the malnutrition in Cameroon making them a perfect donor. Bread for the World is an organization conducting research on world hunger and how to end it. They also partner with 5,000 other churches in order to discuss current hunger issues. Not only is it a good idea to have them donate to the school gardens, because it is an exceptional solution to hunger issues, but it would also be a good idea to have the partnering churches to donate as well. With the support from these two organizations, the school gardens can turn into a reality.

While this work study program will mainly bring food into the community, it will also give students a chance to get a better education. Most children in Cameroon do not have the opportunity to attend secondary school because they cannot afford the cost of uniforms and the tuition. As a result, most of the kids immediately work as farmers after primary school because that is one of very few career choices they have. With my idea, children will be able to choose whether or not they want to continue their education. Seventy percent of the population are farmers not because they all chose to be, but because that’s the only life that they knew and that was the easiest way to bring income into their homes.
Giving children this opportunity to further their education and have a choice of what career they want can change their life.
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